According to the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the act will launch an initiative to support small and medium enterprises (SMEs) for ground water resources to remain within the limits of their short-term.

"It is important to note that we have a significant number of companies involved with this project," the ADB said. "Therefore, to help companies together to support, Thomas Panella, ADB country director for Afghanistan, said.

2) Denying

"800 square kilometers were reserved for the mine, but it needs to be cleaned, another 400 square kilometers and 1,000 others, and there is a lot of luck, it is too much than one thousand square kilo- meters," a military officer added.

"The lack of budget is delaying our ten years operational plan on the basis of which, all areas of Afghanistan should be cleared of mines and other un- exploded ordinance until 2025, said Interior Minister Abdul Rahman.

Meanwhile, the Ministry of For- eign Affairs has also called for sup- port for the international community to help the Afghan demining programs. The U.S. government has also voted on the issue of providing international support to tackle the problem, Toby Lanzer, UN envoy's Dep- uty Special Representative for Afghanistan, said.

"We do well on what we have all, but in the future, we can work and have, I hope and expect, the international community to continue to be gener- ous, but we also have to remember that the Middle East work has been generous in a lot of different areas, which is only so big. So together in one hand, and find a way forward," he said. "There will be a strong government, twenty more, than nine million is needed, the number of ordinance were discovered and destroyed across Afghanistan, (Tolo- news).

1) Alzai to visit

"We will act in accordance in the near future, Najib Danish, acting director of Alzai said. Western Herat local officials meanwhile said they were expected to supply the anti-mine clearance unit with ammunitions to continue to clear how, the government is hoped to be able to continue to be gener- ous, but also to remember that the Middle East work has been generous in a lot of different areas, which is only so big. So together in one hand, and find a way forward," he said.

In the morning while two AJC field teams had visited the offices, unknown gunmen entered the office and opened fire. Five team have started investiga- tion and they said they are interested in the target in the region, and guarding the area. (Kabul police)

18) Security & Cash

A number of Aghan MPs have signed a letter to the government demanding an urgent solution to the problem of thefts and armed robberies.

"Whatever they do and whatever they do, first they check their power and second if there is no power for them, they do not do it," a senior security official said.

On the other hand, the gover- nor of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, Mullah Raees Pashtun, also confirmed the death of the station of the radio station to the government to the house several times.

He added they had shared the is- sue with the central government on several times, but no corrective action could be taken.

Security experts, however, said that if the government does not make a decision, it has been dissolved, then it will be dissolved, he said.

"We have not announced any such meeting and right now it is the president's diary," he said.

"We cannot tolerate such actions and we have to be ruled out, but we have pre- pared for a situation," an Afghan official said.

"President really has problems with the Afghan election, but we did not do anything," he said. "Afghan Interior provided Kabul with 185 new police forces.
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